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Our Ref: MPFA 773
BYHAND
10 October 2014
Mr Darren McShane
ChiefRegu1ation & Policy Officer
Mandatory Provid 凹 t Fund Sch 間les A uthority
23/F. ，
Nexxus Building
41 Connaught Road Centra1
HongKong
Dear Darren
CoreFund
We have reviewed the consultation p 恥r joint1y issued by the FSTB and the MP 恥，
attached the fol1owing comments for the MPFA's consideration.

Ql. Do you support tbe direction
paragrapb 36 (a) to (d)?
口 Yes

口 No

of introducing

a core fund in the manner

maq

set out in

囝 It depends

Generally ，
we support the direction of adop 加 g a more uniform approach to 目前 ing the default
fund. Current MPF companies use different default funds for 由eir schemes. There might be a
need to aligu the default funds. However ，we believe the FSTB and the MPFA must first
determine what type of a default option is the most appropriate for a retirement pl 妞， and to
c1arify the intentions of such default option. If intended to addr 的 s the smal1 minority of
members who chose not to make an investment decision ，
then the default option can be rather
simple and straightforward.
If the intention is to create a defau1t option to address a broader
concem ，
then 也e intention needs ωbe c1earer and better communicated to the general public.
Rather than cal1ing the new retirement investment strategy a “
core fund" ，
we believes these
retirement strategies could be cal1ed “
default investment fund" or “
default option" to avoid any
valuejudgu 間 lt being imposed onto this product and potential1y mislead members.

Q2. Do you agree tbat tbe CF that is the default fund should be substantial1y
all MPF schemes?
li1lYes

the same in

口 No
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Q3. Do you agree that it is approp
standardized
default fund?
口 Yes

回

FWD 備

吋ate

that the core fund (default option) be based on a

No

Given that there are multiple ways of achieving the same investment objective
different providers can have their own default fund.

，
we believe

Q4. Do you agree that the appropriate
investment approach of the core fund (default
op 值。n) is one that automatically reduces risk over time as the member gets c10ser to age 65?
If not ，
what other option would you propose?
口 Yes

回

No

We prefer a single fund approach which can be 'easily understood by m 目nbers' and' beable
deliver consistent investment retum to default members at all times.

to

Q5. Do you have any preliminary views on the technical issues set out in paragraph 48 ，
in
particular
whether consistency is required on all aspec 臼 of default fund design in all
schemes or can some elemen 臼 be left to the decision of individual product providers?
As stated in Q4 ，
we prefer a single fund approach rather th 阻 target date fundsor
funds.

life cycle

Q6. Do you agree that keeping total fee impact for the core fund (default option) at or
under 0.75% is a reasonable initial approach?
口 Y臼

回

No

We are of the view that keeping the total fee impact for the default option at or under 0.75% is
NOT a reasonable initial approach. Our conviction rests on the following facts:
a) In reference to the 2012 Consultancy Report commission by the MPFA on a study of the
administrative cost in the MPF sy 刮目丸 it clearly indicated that ，
at the time of that Report ，
the overall weighted average FER was 1.74% in which the average administration cost and
investment management fee accounted for 0.75% and 0.59% respectively. It is obvious that
fees have declined in the past few years and we believe such reductions will continue and
will ultimately be reflected in the FER. It should be noted that the published FER does not
reflect bonus units being rebated to members which effectively further reduces the actual fe
paid by members.
治

b) Simultaneous to a gradual decline of fe 間， providers have also spent resources in offering e-
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chann自 for employers and members ，as well as eng呻 ng and supporting many initiatives
required by the MPFA on streamlining adminis 甘atíve pr ，∞esses (i.e. ， ePass and TRIS) ，
amidst coping with tightened compliance r叫uirements which have added to costs for the
sy自 mov 叮all. As such ，
we have not seen ∞st savings on administration ，
which is the key
driver of a lower FER.
c) Furthermore ，we do not see how the current stage of regulatory requirements on MPF
operations could accelerate any reduction in adminis甘ation cost to a drastically Iower leve1.
In conclusion ，
to achieve better cost savings in the Iong run ，
the MPFA should take the lead
WI出 joint efforts from 也e industry to promote the use of e-channels ，
which have not yet
been widely accepted and utilized by empJoyers and members.
d) In 2013 the MPFA published a Jisting of funds with total fee and total e:耳penses ("FER") of
1.3% or less has set an unofficial b間chmark for the definition of "Iow fee". Such has been
widely accepted by the market as a synonym for "Iow fee fund". The proposed fee of the
default option is now hinged on a significant negative variance of over 30% compared 10也e
"low fee fund" listing. We are gravely ∞，ncemed about the drastic fee reduction assumption
made within such a short period oftime which is also unsubstantiated.
default option" ，
the consultation paper proposed using an index-based ，
e) To develop a low fee “
passive investment strategy. Yet the number of applicable ITCIS's ，especially in the bond
tegory ， is small to s\ipport this strategy.ηlere are only five fixed income JTCIS法， of
which none tracks gIobal govemment bonds. The overall average FER of the currently
available ITCISs is as high as 0.45% ，
with the FER of some single coun甘Y ITCISs in the
0.6% - 0.7% range. In this respect，
using a passive inv自trnent strategy will not necessarily
result in a low fee fund.
凶，

we might have to reduce services or find
η If we are required to meet more stringent fee caps ，
other means to offset the costs of offering a default fund. The fact is that only the
Învestmentrnanager fee would benefit even with a sufficient asset scale. In fact ，
there will be
no reduction on the administration fee since a reduction in administration processing is
unlikely (ifnot increased). To the trustees and administrato true saving could only come if
伽 re is a wide 叩 read use of electronic platforms. From page 29 of the Managing the
changing landscape of retirement savings - Report on a study of adminis 甘at1vecoS'臼 in the
Hong Kong Mandatory Provident Fund system by Emst & Young ，也e first of the 4
su直選 ested cost savings measures was “
Industry wide initiatives to transition to end-to-end
online and elec仕onic pa拆nents processing to reduce costs and streamline processing".
According to this Report ，
the savings is expected to be at approxintately 0.2%.
蹈，

叮lerefore ，
we believe it is vital for the MPFA to work with the industry to promote the use of
electronic con甘ibution and payment platform as one of the ultirnate soIutions to help drive costs
down.
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We believe fee and expense levels will be reduced as administrative cost savings (including
regulatory imposed costs) are realized and fund size fu站前 increases to create sufficient scale in
the MPF system. At present ，
the current asset size of the Hong Kong MPF market lacks scale to
significantly drive cost down within a short period of time.
Q7. Do you agree that keeping total expense impact (i.e. FER) for the core fund (default
option) at or under J.O% over the medium term is a reasonable approach?
口 Y的

回

No

As stated in Q6 ，
we are of the view that keeping the total expense impact for the default option
at or under 1% over the medium terrn i~NOT a reasonable approach.
We propose an FER of 1.5%.
Q8. Do you agree that passíve，
índex based ，
investment strategies should be the
predominant ínvestment approach ín the MPF core fund (default option)?
口 Yes

囝

No

We have reservations over the usage of the word ‘
predominant'. While passive or index based
investment strategies might forrn part of the strategy ，we believe the decision on overall
investment approach should be left to each individual MPF scheme provider and fund managers.
We note in some jurisdictions such as the US where both passive and active investment
strategies are offered ，and investrnent f10wsare fairly split betw 間n the two options. Each MPF
scheme provider should be able to assess their customers' expectations and desire ，and then
design core fund options (considering perforrnance and fees) that provide the best value to
members.

Q9. Are there particular asset c1asseswhich you think would not appropriately be invested
on a passive ，
index based approach?
Our general view is that if the liquidity or trading volume of some asset classes is veηth
lower level of liquidity would increase expenses

凹，

the

Another point we would like to mention is that for many (if not all) bond ETFs ，也e existing
indices they track could have elements that do not meet the MPFA's investment requirements
(e.g. on the credit rating of the bonds or 句!pe of bonds). Hence ，
separate ETFs may need to be
created. New ETFs may lack 1iquidity and size which again would have ramifications on the
liquidity concems and the FER. Furtherrnore，
bond ITCISs generally have difficulties in
mimicking all the constituents of the indices that they are tracking ，which means members may
have to bear relatively high tracking errors for these ITCISs.
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QIO. Do you agree that the name of the core fund (default option) should be standardized
across schemes? If so，
do you have any preference amongst the possibilities set out in
paragraph 77?
回

Yes

口 No

Our preference is:

國 "MPF Default Investment Fund" (reinforcing that Í!sprimary design is built around the
defau!t investment strategy for those who do not ，
or do not want to make an investment
choice in saving for retirement)

Qll. Do you agree with the general principle for dealing with implementation
transitional issues as set out in paragraphs 78 and 79?
口 Yes

回

and

No

We understand the rationaJe behind the general principle for dealing with the implementation
and transitional issues proposed by MPFA in the Consultation Paper ，
but we do not agree with
the 側的 ty of the implement ion and transition 叫 arrangements. Wbilst the we agree that a!l
existing MPF scheme members should be made aware of the new default option arrangements ，
we do not agree that members currently investing into existing default funds would need to
switch to the new default options nor should the future coiJtributions be automatically invest1:â
mto 也e new default option. We also have the following conc ns:剖

前

a. Given the size of the MPF market as well as the amounts invested in the existing default

fun缸， there would be significant transactions (in respect of both subscription and
redemption) for particular securities in a single day，
and such an arrangement may lead to
unexpected price t1uctuations which may not be in the best interest of 也e MPF scheme
members
there is also 也e conc 自祖 that these members
b. If the current default fund is a guaranteed fund，
who are being forced to switch to a new default options may not be able to benefít from 也e
guarantee ，
which may only be reaIized upon satis如 ng certain conditions in the fu個問.
c. There may be situations where existing members are not aware of the notifícation / new

arrangement due to various reasons such as out-of-town，
invalid contact details，
etc.，
which
could result Ín th自e members being forced to invest into the new default option ，which
might not to be in their best Înterest
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d. Members may not consent to such a change in their investmenl portfolio and could make
claÎms for decreases in asset value associated with such a change.

∞

e. Exísting members who have multiple ac 'unts within a MPF scheme may have different
ínvestment choíces. The proposal creates complications in the communícation wíth scheme
members.

E

Existíng members could submit swítchíng instruetion at any tíme. Thus
opportunities to invest into Ihe new default fund if they eleet 10 do so.

，they have

dummy" accounl members (i.e. employees who
S﹒Some MPF schemes may have a number of “
are not properly enrolIed ín the scheme) wh 前e 也e relevanl 甘ustees just only have the name
or HKlD/passport number of these “
dummy" aceount members. As these trustees do nol
have the actual date of birth for these membe 凹， the using of g1ídepath to reduce risks may
not be appropriate for them. In case the transitional arrangement as set oul in paragraphs 78
and 79 wilI be implemented (especialIy for existing dummy account members where
member 宮， existing benefits wilJ be switched to Ihe new “
default/core"
nd) ， we suggest
applying Ihe glide path applicable 10 the risk profile for age 65.

“

Due to our concerns above ，
we recommend the new defauIt option arrangem 叩 t should only be
applied to new MPF scheme members. We do ，
however ，
agree that existíng MPF scheme
members would only switch into the new default oplion by making a specific investrnent choice.
In additíon ，
we believe the MPF A could fur 甘ler ímprove upon the proposed arrangement
m 區ng into accounl ofthe folIowing:-

by

The transítionaI arrangemenl shalI be set oul sp 自íficalIy in the amendmenl legíslation and
regulations ，especially when it involves swilching of members' accrued benefits 什om 出 e
exísting defauIt fund 10 the new defauIt option. The amendment Iegíslatíon or regulatíons
should cover bul not be Iimited to an aligued switchíng dealing date 10 the defauII optio 且，
handling of members who 阻 nnot be contacted ，and how the members are classified as
ínvestíng ín existíng defauIt fund.
2

Due to the potential effect of the a 'angement ，
we recommend that the goverrunent or the
MPF A carry out promotionaI and educalíonal programs and have extensíve coverage to the
public on the transitional arrangemenl prior to the Iaunch of the default options.
叮

3. MPFA musl also provide alI trustees with speeífic guidance ín relation to the submission of
applieations for the addition of defauIt options (e.g. including guidance
wo 吋ings for the objectives ，
restrictions ，
risk disclosures ，
timetable ，
etc.).
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Q12. Do you agree wi也 the proposal in paragraph
for existing MPF members of default funds?

81 asωhow

to deal with the transition

回 No

口 Yes

In relation to the existing members we cannot readily identify as having made an investment
choi 間， we are of the view the invested contributions ，or future contributions ，should not be
swÎtched from the existing defau1t fund to the new default option even if 血ey have fai1ed to
make another investment choice. ln addition to the concems mentioned in Q 汀， the transitiona1
arrangement shou1d be standardized and one standard rule app1ied to all MPF schemes in order
to ensure efficient and effective communication with a11members.

Q13. Otheritems
Regardíng the poínts raísed in Darren
trnstees on the followíng:

McShane's

letter

dated

25 September

2014 to
主

•The government or some government agency sbould take a role in operating the
core fund and/or in investing the funds of the core fund
There
should on1y be a síngle core fund rather than core funds in each and every
•
MPFscheme.

Our view is as follows:

真正:

The government or some govemment agency should take a role ín operating
and/or ín investing the funds of the core fund

the core fund

Before considering whether to take-up an operating role ，
the Government should

•have 8 clear definitíon on what is a Core Fund (not on1y default
•have a c1ear message to the public on the proposa1 of whether

fund);

they want to íntroduce a
fund with 10w fee ，
reasonab1e good pe:由 rmance ，and suitab1e for m吋咄ty of nonsophisticated members;
be prepared to see d 目nands from the pub1ic for returns with guarantee to beat potentially

•

high inflation ，
and
be prepared to so口-out all the administrative logistics .

•

The 1ast thing everyone wants to see is a fa1se impression that a Core Fund operates by the
Government is the best among all avai1able fund choices.
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If the Government is involved in the whole set Up of the core fund ，
the core fund would achieve
better economies of scale. However ，
there wil1 likely be issues on aspects like the cash flow
managem 目前，
transfer in/out ，allo 虹nent/redemption ，reporting (scheme member communication)
and servicing. Hence ，the Govemment is advised to further consult with the indus 甘y on the
related arrangements.
Given MPF is a privately run system regulated by the govemme 肘， it would be more appropriate
to maintain status quo in order to maintain operation efficiency and avoid unnecessary
disturbance. As a rule of thumb ，
market forces drive pricing efficiency and a governmentmandated Core Fund would undermine the free market competition. The policy intent of the
government forthe MPF regime is to have it private managed with government oversight. Ifthe
govemment wishes to be involved in operating or managing the “
core fund" ，出en this change of
policy intent should be widely consulted and debated among relevant stakehoJders.
We believe the default arrangement should adopt an approach that results in reasonably
consistent outcome across schemes and we also support the regulators to is 叩 e guidelines rather
than prescribing standardized the underlying APIFs for the default arrangement. We believe
flexibility should be given to individual providers in deciding the investment strategy or product
mix to allow for innovation in the industry.
We believe a government agency will face the same issues as the trustees in terms of designing a
product (i.e. ，glide path ，investm 凹.1 strategy ，lack of ITICS ，etc.) as welI as difficulty in
achieving the targeted fee levels especially with insufficient AUM.
Will the Government
manage the fund dir ，自tIy?

•
•be sub.叫 ect to the same investment restriction
•assume the fiduciary role for the product?

and MPFA oversight as trustees?

Govemment could use a third party manager(s). However ，
it is likely that it will be difficult
to achieve the fee target by having to pay third parties. In addition ，
if the Govemment is
involved ，the fund performance ，botI1 good and bad ，will be fulIy responsible by the Government ，
and bear tI1e political responsibility. The Government would Iikely be receiving a lot of
complaints/challenges during the time of poor fund performance. We see a potential conflict of
interests if the government manages the Core Fund while monitors the investment performance
of all MPF funds.

叮le

Who wil1 bear the administrative costs? Contributions ，distributions ，時porting ，etc... ，must stil1
be done. The industry is willing to compromise to 0 叮叮 low-fee Core Fund witI1 standardized
investment approach. It is not n essary to have government intervention.
配

Even if the Govemment or some Govemment agencies could provide the services to operate tI1e
core fund under Trustee delegation ，
we sincerely doubt if this could be achieved at a reasonable
m
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cost. With the Govemment taking full responsibilities in doing so ，
there is the advantage of not
needing to perform due diligence on the Govemment.
However ，if 由e provision of
operationlinvestment arrangement for 由e core fund is outside of 出 e current MPF arrangements ，
this could create another level of interaction with the Govemment or some Govemment agencies
forthe 加 st 間， and we do not see it as the most efficient 盯T祖 gement for it will not be in the best
interest of m 目nbers.
There should only be a single core fund rather
scheme

than core funds in each and every MPF

We disagree that the ∞re funds of different MPF schemes should be invested into the same
APIFs. We believe flexibility (e.g. on the choice of APIFs and certain asp 目ts of the design of
the core fund) should be allowed for investment managers to make the appropriate investment
decision on behaIf of members
There will be a lack of competition if only one set of APIFs or index funds is aIlowed for all the
MPF schemes. Concentrat 的 E 討 sk on retum/performance (i.e. ，
if the fund does not perform) wiIl
be very hi 訟， potentially leading to the retums of a si伊ificant number of members being
affected. 官le consultation paper indicated around 24.1% of members had not made a fund
choice. We expected more member5 will pick this fund if it'5 packaged by the MPFA as a “
core"
investment strategy with low fee/high retum.
A single Core Fund would create a lack of market competition to drive pricing efficiency and
Ínv自tment outcome. Furthermo
it would be a non-Ievel playing field as small fund house
could not compete with the intemational firms to provide that single Core Fund.
時，

If members do not satisfy with the performance of the single Core Fu 凶， there will be no other
choices.
There will be a question of who shall sel 自t the single Core Fund for all MPF schemes.
chosen by the Govemment ，
there will be conflict of interest.
S】叫 d you have any enqui 間， please feel

Y ours sincerely
11
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ShirleyLi
Senior Manager
Complian 臼&Trust Services
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